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Abstract. Lean, as a business approach, has gained popularity in several functional areas. One of these applications is Lean Robotics that focus on the utilization of Lean aspects to improve robotic deployment. This study aims to be the
first to conduct a Multivocal review on what Lean Robotics is, its main components, its benefits, and challenges and how it evolved. It was found that Lean
Robotics is defined differently by some sources, and that its components can be
understood both theoretically and practically. The benefits of Lean Robotics are
found to resonate from the prioritization of human and machine collaboration,
and the use of various Lean tools via continuous improvement. However, some
challenges of Lean Robotics like cost and fear might arise if organizations are
uneducated in what Lean Robotics offers regarding its knowledge.
Keywords: Multivocal Literature Review, Lean Robotics, Robot, Machine,
Performance, Applications
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Introduction

The Lean concept was coined by the Japanese automotive company Toyota after the
second world war. This concept has been gaining considerable interest from various organizations worldwide [1]. Businesses in areas like manufacturing, service and other
sectoral domains have been trying to assimilate and operationalize the Lean concept in
order to gain success [2]. However, adopting said concept has not consistently been a
steady or straightforward journey, because of various barriers known to arise during the
implementation stages of Lean. [3] Most of these barriers are mainly linked to human
and organizational errors, such as the improper transmittal of knowledge, attitude or behavior when implementing Lean. [4] Tackling said errors has therefore put stress on the
necessity to reconsider the way Lean is actually understood in terms of its practical and
theoretical aspects. For instance, Pettersen [5] asserts that organizations that missionize
to fully understand Lean, requires to first acknowledge it dimensionally at two levels,
such as 1) understanding it practically as a set of operational tools that support users with
discrete improvement efforts, and 2) understanding it strategically as a set of philosophical principles of continuous improvement efforts. Both levels are suggested to be hard
to formulate into a single definition that classifies one clear understanding of Lean [5].
Nevertheless, the main focus of Lean is still centralized around the improvement efforts
from both levels of understanding. These efforts are understood as the systematic identification and elimination of all sources of waste, variabilities and inflexibilities that
might jeopardize the cost, quality and delivery of an organization [6]. Because of the
two-folded understanding of Lean, a plethora many specific definitions have arisen and
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entered the management lexicon over the years [7]. Whilst these definitions might be
interpreted to contain aspects that tilt towards one understanding of Lean or the other,
the distinction between them might reside with their applications or industries [7]. Some
examples of this distinction may include extensions, such as “Lean IT”, “Lean startup”,
or “Lean UX” [8][9][10]. These said extensions are some of the evidence that suggest
that Lean has expanded over a long period of time from what was primely confined to
automotive industries decades ago. Most of these extensions mentioned have been researched and evaluated for their benefits and challenges within their confined application. However, there still exists other extensions that have not shared enough research.
This is reflected by the low number of academic papers available. One such extension is
the application of Lean Robotics.
Lean Robotics is a novel term that has arisen, but its concept seems still in its infancy.
This concept employs the knowledge of Lean and tries to align it with the field of robotics in order to improve the deployment of robots [11]. Robotics by itself is an engineering
discipline [12] , a science that involves the utilization of robots for automating different
tasks within various settings. Such robots can be industrial robots that can be programmed with functions to move objects in the physical world to perform tasks [12].
Traditionally, robotics was viewed as the utilization of machines performing a mechanized task or series of tasks automatically to multiply the impact of human effort [13].
However, as advancements in science progressed, this view of robotics began to be surrounded by ethical rules that protect and prioritizes humans. This is reflected by the laws
that arose over the years after the term robot came into existence. Whilst these laws
originated because of the potential fear of robots harming humans, it is important to note
that this harm might both be physically and psychologically caused [13]. Introducing
robots into work environments by increasing automation can have detrimental effects on
the workers [14]. In lean, the best degree of automation is deployed in a manner where
both humans and robots can collaborate. This is emphasized by the Lean pillar known
as Jidoka, which means automation with a human touch [15]. Considering this pillar,
Lean and robotics might complement each other if robotics considers human efforts before robotics.
In this paper, an extensive deep dive of the topic Lean Robotics, its definition, main
components, evolution, and its benefits and challenges will be studied in order to get a
better understanding of said topic. To the best of our knowledge there is not a previous
literature review carried out on Lean Robotics. The remaining sections of this paper are
as follows: Second, the literature review process will be described. Third, the findings
of the literature review will be discussed. Last and foremost, the literature review will
be concluded.
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Methodology

2.1

Multivocal literature review

For obtaining relevant knowledge regarding the topic of Lean Robotics, this paper
will carry out a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) approach. This approach was chosen, due to its extendibility of reaching publications that are within and outside of academia. For instance, in [16] authors show that this approach can be extended upon the
respected systematic literature review approach (SLR) to include both grey and formal
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literature. Grey literature can be classified in blog posts, videos, and whitepapers, whilst
formal literature can be classified in journals and conference papers. This is perfect for
topics that lacks necessary formal evidences [16].
2.2

Research questions

Because of the novelty of Lean Robotics, the objective is to understand what Lean
Robotics is (its meaning and definition), its main components, its benefits, and challenges, and how it evolved. In doing so, four research questions were formulated to guide
the search process. See Table 1.
TABLE I.

2.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1

How is Lean robotics defined?

RQ2

What are the main components of Lean Robotics?

RQ3

What are the benefits/challenges of Lean Robotics?

RQ4

How did Lean Robotics evolve?

Review protocol

The review protocol can be viewed as a strategic process on how a review of the
literature can be executed [16]. In this paper, a model was constructed in order to plan
out and descript the review process. This model includes the quantity of publications
fetched and extracted from the chosen databases, the main search string employed to
conduct the search, and the selection criteria for identifying the correct data. The parameters chosen within the model is justified in the following sections. See Table 2 for a
view of the model.
2.4

Data source

To find publications about Lean Robotics, the databases Google and Google scholar
were selected as the main sources of data for formal and grey literature. Both Google
and Google scholar are excellent and well-known data sources, due to their vast library
of various publications on topics across the board. This is perfect for novel topics that
require an exhaustive literature review because these databases fetch data that are included within other databases. Another reason for the choice is that Google utilizes a
world-class algorithm that automatically filter out data that are not relevant during the
search. For info about how Google works and how it performs in regard to other search
engines, please refer to its documentation and the benchmarking study tested [17][18].
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TABLE II.

Databases

REVIEW PROCESS

Publications

Google
Google Scholar

Extractions

270
63

17
15

Search string (search strategy)
(“Lean robotics” OR “Lean robotization”) AND (definition OR benefits OR barriers OR
challenges) AND (robot OR machine)

Selection criteria
•

•

2.5

Publications that specifically mention or discuss
the utilization of Lean Robotics.
Publications that discuss
the effects of Lean Robotics.

•
•
•

Publications that are inaccessible.
Publications that use other languages.
Publications that are similar (Duplicates).

Search strategy

As seen below, most of the terms used within the search string is based on the research questions found in Table 1.
•

(“Lean robotics” OR “Lean robotization”) AND (definition OR benefits OR barriers
OR challenges) AND (robot OR machine)

In making sure that relevant publications are reached, the term “Lean Robotization”
was included within the search string. This is because “robotization” by itself means
automation of a system or process using robotic devices [19]. However, separating the
term “Lean” from “robotics” or robotization will give irrelevant results. This is because
Lean by itself means many things depending on its context. For instance, Lean can mean
fit or to cast weight to a position [20]. Other terms that are included within the search
string are “machine” and “robot”. This is to make sure that the search reaches publications that utilizes the term “machine” and not necessarily “robot” within a Lean context,
and wise versa. “Machine” is a broad term and can be applied to “robot” [21]. Nevertheless, adding both terms together with the operator “OR” in between will help reach publications that talk about robotics in Lean contexts without including “Lean robotics”.
The other terms, such as “barriers” and “challenges” can have the same meaning. However, “barriers” was utilized as an extra, due to it often being mentioned in Lean studies
[22].
2.6

Search results

The process conducted for finding relevant publications was operationalized in three
steps. The first step was reading the abstracts and keywords for relevancy in accordance
with the selection criteria. The second step was extracting the relevant publications.
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The third step was analyzing the publications and placing them into their classification
corpus. See Table 3 in the third section for a view of the corpus.
2.7

Selection criteria

As Table 3 below displays, the selection criteria inclusion and exclusion were applied
to filter out irrelevant publications that could clutter up the search results. The term “inclusion” [23] means basically the action of including something in, whereas the term
“exclusion” means the opposite of said action. In this paper, it was opted to include
anything related to automation in the context of Lean Robotics. Any other form of automation in Lean that is not Lean Robotics is therefore excluded. This exclusion is also
applied with publications that are inaccessible, are similar in nature (e.g., duplicates), or
are written in languages other than English.
TABLE III.

REVIEW PROCESS

Selection criteria
Inclusion
•
•

3

Exclusion

Publications that specifically mention
or discuss the utilization of Lean Robotics.
Publications that discuss the effects of
Lean Robotics.

•
•
•

Publications that are inaccessible.
Publications that use other languages.
Publications that are similar (Duplicates).

Findings

As Table 2 from 2.3 displayed, 333 publications were fetched in totality from both
databases. Google had 207 publications more than Google scholar using the same
search string. Nevertheless, after filtration was applied in accordance with the selection
criteria, the total amount of results got reduced to 32 publications respectively. These
results were later on categorized and placed into a classification corpus. See Table 4 for
a view of the corpus.
TABLE IV.

CLASSIFICATION CORPUS

Discusses Lean Robotics

Mentions Lean Robotics

23

10

As Table 4 displays, 23 publications discuss the topic of Lean Robotics, whereas 10
publications mention the topic of Lean Robotics. In the following subsections, the findings will be discussed in accordance with the posed research questions.
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3.1

How is Lean Robotics defined?

Defining Lean Robotics can be a complex task to conduct, due to Lean not having a
clear definition itself. Nevertheless, this does not mean that some publications have not
opted to define it. For instance, most of the publications extracted from the databases
exhibits indications that Lean Robotics is either defined as a “methodology” for efficiently incorporating robots in factory environments, [24][25][26][27][28][29][30] a
“project” that investigates robotics with Lean, [31][32][33] a “framework” that help
efficiently integrate robots [34][35], or as “automation” that help on-going problemsolving [36]. Most of these definitions signify that Lean Robotics is defined differently
by some of the extracted publications. However, this does not mean that some definitions do not share a similar understanding of Lean Robotics. For instance, the most
significant definition utilized was methodology. This definition shares a common
source of knowledge as the ones that defined it as a framework. According to [11], Lean
Robotics is a method for efficiently deploying robotic cells in factories. This said source
also utilizes the terms method, methodology, guide, way, and framework throughout
its publication interchangeable, despite them having different meanings in theory. The
other publications that define Lean Robotics as a project or as automation do not share
a common source of knowledge. The ones that define Lean Robotics as a project are of
an investigative nature, in which the authors specifically refer Lean Robotics as the
name of the research endeavor. This means that a conceptual definition of Lean Robotics was not necessarily implied here, but rather the naming of the research project itself
that was partaken by the researchers. The one publication that defines Lean Robotics
as automation, implies a more general definition of understanding. In this definition,
the author suggests that Lean Robotics is automation which supports an ongoing and
distributed problem-solving activity with strong emphasis on the knowledge and competence of the company’s human resources. The automation definition stresses the challenge of continuously improving robotic automation at a holistic level in order to maintain the innovative capacity of the workforce. This said definition also falls more in line
with the Lean concept itself, in which the main focus is to centralize and propel the
continuous improvement efforts conducted by each of the individuals in an organization. The only difference here is that the automation definition of Lean Robotics specifically refers to the continuous improvement efforts as being activities operationalized for robotic automation. However, looking back at the methodology definition, it
seems to suggest a more limited understanding of Lean Robotics as opposed to the
suggested automation definition. This is because the methodology definition only applies to the deployment of robots in factory domains. The automation definition does
not mention any specific type of application domain, but rather provides an indication
that Lean Robotics can be interpreted at different levels in terms of continuous improvement, innovation, and robotic automation. Nevertheless, this does not mean that
the methodology definition applied to Lean Robotics is wrong in contrast to the automation definition. Perhaps, the vital question to ask here is what the consensus conforms about the main components of Lean Robotics and if these components contain
any knowledge that compliment or contradict Lean as a concept.
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3.2

What are the main components of Lean Robotics?

The main components of Lean Robotics are discussed by some of the extracted publications, some more detailly than others. For instance, most of these publications
[27][28][29] explain the main components as being principles, such as 1) putting people
before robots, 2) focusing on the robotic cell output, 3) eliminating waste, and 4) leveraging the skills. Each of these publications refers to a common source [11] when
explaining said principles. The source stresses that the first principle exhibits that the
robotic cells must be safe and usable for all humans. This said principle touches on
aspects of risk avoidance, continuous improvement, and the centrality of humans. The
second principle is stressed as the importance of serving the internal customer so that
value is generated. With this principle, the internal customer can be any robotic station
that comes after the first station deployed. By serving the internal customer (the robotic
station) with the proper resources at the right time will help create flow in the production. The third principle is stressed as minimizing any form of waste during the production flow. With this principle, the waste might be anything that bottlenecks the whole
robotic cell station to adequately carry out the operation. Typically, in Lean, there are
seven forms of waste, but the one that is often left out by Lean studies is the “Underutilization of human potential”. In Lean Robotics, this waste is prioritized as one of the
most important ones. [11] The final principle is stressed as leveraging the skills from
the early robotic deployments and taking small steps towards perfection. This principle
guides the robotic users to improve upon previous skills continuously through learning.
This principle is similar to the last principle exhibited in Lean, which is about continuously improving, (e.g., kaizen in Lean) so that a certain state of perfection might be
obtained [37]. The difference between Lean and Lean Robotics here, is that the latter
orients its improvement efforts solely on robotics. Operationalizing said principles in
practice is stressed to be carried out via three steps. The first step is to design the robotic
cell by planning out the potential requirements and resources. The second step is to
integrate the robotic cell into action by assemble and installation. This step also includes
the necessary preparation of the robotic cell and training of the deployment staff. The
third step is the operation of the robotic cell by monitoring and improving its performance. In this step, the Lean aspect “Gemba” might come into play, in which means
“the real workplace” where value is created. This aspect encourages the user to continuously monitor the workplace to identify problems and improvements [37]. Looking at
these components of Lean Robotics, they can be understood both theoretically and practically. For instance, at a theoretical level, some might understand these components
only as mere principles of Lean Robotics, whereas at a practical level, these components might be understood only as mere activities in operationalizing the principles.
Just like the barriers companies face with Lean [3] during the implementation stages,
Lean Robotics might encounter the same barriers if the transfer of knowledge is not
sufficiently communicated. This stresses the importance of formally evaluating Lean
Robotics as a full concept and exploring its potential in organizations that utilize Robotics.
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3.3

What are the benefits and challenges of Lean Robotics?

Some benefits of Lean Robotics have been discussed by some of the extracted publications. For instance, [24] mentions that Lean Robotics prioritizes the utilization of
collaborative robots or cobots more than traditional robotics. Cobots are robots that directly work alongside human workers by sharing their workplace. These robots have
exhibited great results as strategies within Lean settings that are prone to variable and
hazardous contexts. For instance, this [38] publication exhibits that these robots integrated with Lean can reduce the production time, improve ergonomic conditions and the
wellbeing of the workers. Other publications explains that cobots are enablers of prosperous automation in Lean [39] and that Lean as a concept in the digital age best can be
sustained through human and machine mutual learning [15]. Other benefits of Lean Robotics identified is that it borrows most of the core philosophical aspects found in Lean.
For instance, it borrows the aspects of putting humans at the centrum, continuous improvement and the continuous removal of any form of waste in the production setting
[11]. All of these aspects of Lean have been evaluated and proven by the Japanese company Toyota and other studies to increase performance if implemented properly by an
organization [40]. For instance, the first aspect of putting humans at the center has been
configured in Lean Robotics as the first principle to mean putting humans before robots.
The takeaway with this principle is that in no matter which circumstances, robotic cells
must be safe and usable for all humans. This principle also touches upon the laws of
robotics by Asimov, in which signify that humans should not be harmed by robots,
whether the harm is physiologically or psychologically caused [11]. Another vital benefit of Lean Robotics is that it provides robotic deployers with the knowledge on how to
operationalize the three steps of deployment via the lens of a variety of Lean tools. For
instance, [11] provides a dynamic framework that guides and encourages the robotic
deployers in what Lean tools to utilize in each of the steps of deployment. One example
of this can be utilizing the Lean tool value-stream mapping in order break down processes and identify value-adding activities during the design of deployment. Another
example can be utilizing the Lean tools called 5S and Poke Yoke for order and errorproofing. Most of the Lean tools has been well established to be versatile procedures that
help organizations in creating standards that can be executed in workplace environments
and maintained for continuous improvement efforts [40]. Some challenges of Lean Robotics might manifest from the perceptions and understanding people have of the concept. Since Lean Robotics contains terms like robotics, robots and automation, people
might worry or fear that its main purpose is to take over or steal jobs. For instance, in
[14] authors exhibit that fear of robots at work can partly be understood to reside from
variables of self-interest and cultural differences. Managers in higher position in an organization might like and interest the idea of robotics, but the workforce downstream
with cultural differences might fear and reject it. The publication further stresses that the
level of education is amongst the strongest predictors of fear of robots at work. Another
challenge of Lean Robotics is that some might perceive it as being costly to deploy. In
[41], authors emphasize the need to deal with the cost associated with robotics, instead
of fearing it. The publication exhibits that there are cost-effective solutions to robotics
and that organizations require to move forward in how they think about automation in
order to survive in the future. Both of these challenges are highly linked to the lack of
knowledge on how people might perceive and understand the term robotics. It is therefore suggested that Lean Robotics as a concept is properly communicated in order to
overcome said challenges.
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3.4

How has Lean Robotics evolved?

As Table 5 below displays, the idea of integrating Lean with Robotics was not mentioned before the year of 1994. During this time, the idea was termed as “Lean Robotization” [42]. Afterwards, the term “Lean Robotics” entered the lexicon in year 2007 as a
research project for Lean and Robotics [31]. However, it was not until the year 2017 that
Lean Robotics was hyped as a method of efficiently deploying Robotics [11].
TABLE V.

Year
1994 - 1997
2007 - 2011
2017 - 2019
2020 - 2022
Unknown

4

PUBLICATION TIMELINE

Publications
3
5
8
12
5

Conclusion

This paper describes a multivocal literature review operationalized on the topic of
Lean Robotics. The paper also discusses the findings of said topic regarding its definition, main components, benefits/challenges, and evolution. The findings suggests that
Lean Robotics is defined with different terms, but that the most prominent one utilized
was that of a methodology. The components of Lean Robotics exhibit a two-leveled
understanding in terms of theoretical principles and activities utilizing Lean tools. The
benefit of Lean Robotics exhibit that it borrows proven aspects of Lean, such as continuous improvement (kaizen), waste removal and the centralization of humans. The challenges of Lean Robotics indicate that it might be perceived negatively, due to the terms
robot or robotics. These terms have been discussed to affect people who are culturally
different and afraid of the unknown. Other challenges of Lean Robotics might also be
that people perceive it as highly costly to apply in an organization.
Future work will be concentrated on the inclusion of security and safety aspects in
Lean Robotics.
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